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Abstract—The fuzzy vault scheme has recently become popular approaches to biometric template protection. Since the original scheme has been designed to work with unordered biometric features, such a scheme cannot effectively utilize order information. We present in this paper a new fuzzy vault scheme that can effectively utilize the ordered characteristics of biometric features. In this scheme, we develop ordered fuzzy vault encoding and decoding processes in order to utilize the ordered information of the features. This prevents the feature components from cross matching and reduces false acceptance ratio (FAR). Furthermore, the original biometric features (or original template) are transformed into binary features (or secure template) by random transformation. The transformed secure template provides both diversity and revocability. This transform also prevents an adversary from obtaining the original biometric template from the secure template and therefore enhance the secure level of the scheme. Based on the proposed scheme, we design an online authentication application framework implemented using face images. We compare our scheme with two contemporary approaches to verify the effectiveness of this approach. Experimental results show that our scheme is able to achieve an improved performance with several desired properties of an online authentication system.

Index Terms—Ordered fuzzy vault scheme, Biometric template protection, random transformation

I. INTRODUCTION

The widespread application of biometrics recognition has brought some new problems related to both privacy and security. Unlike password, biometric template is not changeable when it is compromised. Furthermore, the same biometric template allows cross-matching across databases. The ideal framework is that the biometrics can be used for verification and the privacy of biometrics can be protected. Biometric encryption combines biometric with cryptography, so that the biometrics template can be used for authentication and the privacy and security could be protected. By now the research of biometric encryption focuses on biometric template protection.

An ideal biometric template protection scheme should have the following four properties [1].

1) Diversity: The secure template must not allow cross-matching across databases, thereby ensuring the user’s privacy.

2) Revocability: It should be straightforward to revoke a compromised template and reissue a new one based on the same biometric data.

3) Security: It must be computationally hard to obtain the original biometric template from the secure template. This property can prevent an adversary from creating a physical spoof of the biometric trait from a stolen template.

4) Performance: The biometric template protection scheme should not degrade the recognition performance (FAR and FRR (false reject rate)) of the biometric system.

However, most existing approaches have the above properties partially. Some approaches have not the desired diversity and revocability. Some have the desired diversity and revocability, but they have the lower security or performance. There usually is a tradeoff between the good performance and high security. It is indeed very challenging to design a secure and high performance scheme that also meets the requirement in diversity and revocability.

Fuzzy vault scheme is one of the most popular approaches for biometric template protection. It is first proposed by Juels and Sudan [2] based on the secret sharing scheme in cryptography. In such scheme, a polynomial of degree n is generated from the key. Then the polynomial is evaluated using the components of biometrics. These genuine points encode the information of both key and biometrics, and they are helper data. Then a large number of random chaff points are generated to lock the helper data and constitute the fuzzy vault. In the authentication stage, if we could get the n+1 true points, the polynomial could be reconstructed and the key can be recovered correctly. In this scheme, the key is split and distributed into the polynomial. The polynomial is then represented using the helper data, which is
obtained by evaluating the components of biometric feature. Finally, the helper data is embedded among the chaff points to form the fuzzy vault. Therefore, both the key and biometrics in this scheme are considered secure.

According to Prof. Jain and his colleague [3], “the fuzzy vault has been designed to work with biometric features represented as an unordered set.” Minutiae in fingerprints are one of the features usually used and it is unordered. The fuzzy vault scheme was first implemented by Clancy for fingerprint template protection [4]. Unlike fingerprint features which are represented by the coordinates of the minutia points, some important biometric features such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) coefficients in face biometrics are a set of ordered real numbers [5]. Therefore, it is possible for the PCA coefficients of one user to be crossly matched to the PCA coefficients of other users and hence degrade the performance. To apply fuzzy vault to such biometric features, it is necessary to preserve the order characteristic of the feature in the fuzzy vault.

In this paper, we design a new fuzzy vault scheme for ordered biometrics. The proposed scheme combines the random transformation with fuzzy vault to facilitate desired diversity and revocability. The original biometric features (or original template) are transformed into binary features (or secure template) by random transformation. This transform also prevents an adversary from obtaining the original biometric template from the secure template and therefore enhance the secure level of the scheme. In order to prevent the feature components from cross matching and to reduce FAR, we develop novel ordered fuzzy vault encoding and decoding procedures to preserve the ordered information of feature components.

In summary, the proposed scheme not only provides desired properties in diversity, revocability and security, but also is capable of achieving relatively good performance. Based on the proposed scheme, we design an application framework of online authentication. The authentication includes three participants: the user/client, the database server and the verification server.

In the registration stage, the users provide their username, password and biometrics to the client. The client PC extracts the corresponding order biometric features then generates binary features by random transformation. In the meantime, a key is generated from the password. The ordered fuzzy vault encoding is designed to generate the fuzzy vault from the key and binary features. The username and the fuzzy vault are sent to the database server. The username and the key are sent to the verification server. All the sent data is protected using Digital Signature (DS).

In the authentication stage, the users also provide their username, password and biometrics to the client PC. The client PC extracts features of the biometrics and generates binary features by the procedure same as that in the registration stage. Then it sends username and binary features to the database server and sends the username to the verification server. The database server searches the corresponding fuzzy vault by the username. Then ordered fuzzy vault decoding is designed to recover a key from binary features. And the recovered key is sent to the verification server. The verification server searches the stored key by the username and compares the recovered key and stored key. If two keys are identical, the authentication is successful. Otherwise, the authentication stage is considered failed.

The contributions of our proposed scheme include the following: 1) An ordered fuzzy vault encoding and decoding scheme has been developed that utilizes the ordered characteristics of biometric features and prevents the components from cross matching. It results in reduced FAR; 2) The binary features are obtained from the original biometric features by random transformation, which will enables ordered fuzzy vault to achieve enhanced security level. 3) An online authentication application framework is proposed based on the proposed fuzzy vault scheme.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the proposed scheme in detail. In particular we describe how random transformation can be used to generate binary features from original features. Ordered fuzzy vault encoding and decoding are designed to utilize the ordered characteristics of biometric features. In Section 3, we propose an online authentication application framework, which includes three participants: the user/client, the database server and the verification server. In our application, key and fuzzy vault are stored separately in database server and verification server, therefore, it is a more secure application system. In section 4, we illustrate the experimental results as well as the analysis. In Section 5, we present the analysis of the security of the proposed application framework. In Section 6, we review some related work in biometric template protection. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper with a summary.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, biometric-based authentication has been studied extensively. The existing biometric template protection approaches can be broadly categorized into transformation-based and biometric cryptosystem. The main idea of transformation-based method is to transform the original biometric template into a new transformed template (or secure template). The transformed templates, instead of the original templates, are stored. The same transformation is applied to the query biometric data for authentication.

Transformation-based methods can be further categorized into salting and non-invertible transform approaches depending on the characteristics of the transformation function. In the case of non-invertible transform, it usually is computationally hard to reconstruct the original template using the transformed template and the key. Rath et al [6] has proposed irreversible transformation for fingerprint template protection. They irreversibly transform feature position and orientations using Cartesian, polar or surface folding transformation. Feng et al [7] thought most of mapping in Rath’s algorithm can be cracked. In Salting, the transformation is invertible to a large extent, and the key
should be kept securely. A typical method of salting is bio-hashing [8]. In Salting, the transformation is invertible to a large extent, and the key should be kept securely. A typical method of salting is bio-hashing [8]. It generates random orthogonal space using a user-specific key. Then biometric features are projected onto the random space using point product. Furthermore, the random binary series can be obtained by thresholding.

The salting and non-invertible transformation approach both can provide the diversity and revocability. But security of salting approaches is related to the security of the key[1], while there is a tradeoff between the security and performance in non-invertible approaches.

Biometric cryptosystems combine biometrics with cryptography through appropriate generation/extraction of biometric-based keys that can be used as revocable representations of identity [9]. They mainly include key binding and key generation approaches. Key generation scheme generates a key from biometrics and stores it instead of the original features. In the authentication stage, a key is generated from the query biometrics using the same method. These two keys are compared for authentication. The problem of key generation is that it is difficult to generate key with high stability and entropy [1].

Key binding approaches bind biometrics with a key together. Typical schemes include fuzzy commitment scheme [10], fuzzy vault scheme [2] and so on. Clancy et al. [4] applied the fuzzy vault scheme to fingerprint biometrics. A combined Secure Sketch and Fuzzy Extractor scheme were proposed by Boyen et al [11], however, with no experiment reported. Li and Chang [12] proposed a quantization method of secure Sketch. Sutcu et al. [13] proposed the use of sketch for face biometric, which is an error tolerant cryptographic technique. Several researchers have developed improved schemes [14-16] for such applications. By now these fuzzy vault embed the original biometric features in the polynomial, it can not provide diversity and revocability. In order to provide diversity and revocability, several researchers introduced password related random transformation to improve both diversity and revocability [15]. Others implemented fuzzy vault schemes for other biometrics such as face [19-22], palm-print [23] and multi-modality biometrics [17, 18]. All these fuzzy vault schemes have not considered for the ordered features.

As we indicated earlier, an ordered fuzzy vault scheme, when properly designed, is able to overcome several problems in the existing schemes. It is based this motivation that we propose an ordered fuzzy vault scheme for face biometrics, and we combine transformation based algorithm with fuzzy vault for biometric template protection.

III. THE ORDERED FUZZY VAULT SCHEME

In the proposed scheme, we obtain a set of binary features from original ordered biometric features by random transformation. Then, an ordered fuzzy vault encoding and decoding scheme is developed to utilize the order characteristics.

A. Random Transformation

Let’s assume that the original biometric feature is \( \bar{x} = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_L\} \). In this section, the original features will be transformed into random binary features \( R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_L\} \).

First, a set of random matrices \( Q_1, Q_2, \ldots, Q_M \) of size \( L \times M \) are generated from password. Take \( Q_1 \) for example, a vector \( \bar{d} = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_L\} \) can be obtained by the following computation:

\[
\bar{d} = [Q_1] \bar{x} ,
\]

Then a binary bit can be obtained from the corresponding component by thresholding:

\[
d_{j, b_j} = \begin{cases} 
0 & d_j < \tau \\
1 & d_j \geq \tau 
\end{cases} \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, L,
\]

Where, \( \tau \) is the threshold. It is computed by averaging all the feature components. Then a binary feature \( r_1 \) is generated by concatenating all these bits:

\[
r_1 = \{d_{1, b_1}, d_{2, b_2}, \ldots, d_{L, b_L}\} ,
\]

Similarly, we can get other binary features from \( Q_2, \ldots, Q_M \). Finally, we can obtain the secure template \( R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_L\} \).

In the following fuzzy vault encoding and decoding, the random binary features instead of the original biometric features are used. It can provide different random binary features for different database from the same original biometric features using different sets of random matrices. The cross-matching across databases can be prevented and the diversity can be provided. By the same idea, if the random features are compromised, we can reissue new ones using another set of random matrices. The revocability can be provided.

B. Ordered Fuzzy Vault Encoding

Here, we have a key \( K_{ocr} \) of 144-bit, we describe the encoding scheme in detail in four steps.

Step 1: Generating a polynomial.

\( K_{ocr} \) is first truncated into 9 non-overlapped numbers of 16 bits (c0, c1, c2,...,c8), we get a polynomial of degree 8.

\[
f(x) = c_0 + c_1x + c_2x^2 + \cdots + c_8x^8 ,
\]

Step 2: Obtaining helper data by evaluating polynomial.

We evaluate the polynomial using each component of secure template \( R \) and get a helper data set \( G \):

\[
G = \{(r_i, f(r_i)), i = 1, 2, \ldots, M\} ,
\]

Step 3: Generating an ordered set of chaff points.

Generating chaff points is needed to ensure that the true data is embedded into chaff points to form fuzzy vault. We generate chaff points by the following rules.

\[
\begin{cases}
\forall s_j \neq r_i \\
\forall w_j \neq f(s_j)
\end{cases} ,
\]
In this process, we order all the chaff points randomly and obtain an ordered set \( C \) of chaff points.

\[
C = \{(s_j, w_j), j = 1, 2, \ldots N_C\}, N_C = KM, K > > 1
\]  

(7)

Step 4: Generating fuzzy vault

1) For the \( i \)th component \((r_i, f(r_i))\) of helper data set \( G \), a random number \( p \) is generated uniformly with range of \([1, K]\).

2) Compute the sequential number

\[
e = (i - 1)K + p,
\]

(8)

3) Replace the \( e \)th component \((s_e, w_e)\) of ordered chaff point set \( C \) using \((r_e, f(r_e))\).

Repeat the above three sub-steps for all the components of set \( G \). We can get the final fuzzy vault as follows.

\[
V = \{(a_k, b_k), k = 1, 2, \ldots N_e\}
\]

(9)

By this procedure, the feature components are embedded in the fuzzy vault by their order number. It prevents the feature components from crossly matching, and reduces the FAR.

C. Ordered Fuzzy Vault Decoding

Assume that the binary features provided by client PC are \( T = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_M\}\).

For \( i \)th component \( t_i \) of \( T \), we compute the hamming distance between \( t_i \) and every components of \( \ell \)th space in the set \( V \).

\[
\text{Distance}_{ij} = \text{Dis}_{\text{hamming}}(t_i, a_j), j = iK, iK + 1, \ldots, iK + K - 1
\]

(10)

Then, we get the number \( j_{\text{min}} \) corresponding to the minimum Hamming distance.

\[
\text{Dis}_{\text{min}} = \min\{\text{Dis}_{\text{hamming}}(t_i, a_j), j = iK, iK + 1, \ldots, iK + K - 1\}
\]

(11)

We then rank these distances \( \text{Dis}_{ij} \) \((i=1,2,\ldots M)\) according to increasing order. Next we choose the first 12 distances. Without loss of generality, suppose these distances are \( \text{Dis}_{i1}, \text{Dis}_{i2}, \ldots, \text{Dis}_{i12} \). Then we get the corresponding points

\[
\{(a_{1_{\text{min}}}, h_{1_{\text{min}}}), (a_{2_{\text{min}}}, h_{2_{\text{min}}}), \ldots, (a_{12_{\text{min}}}, h_{12_{\text{min}}})\}
\]

from the fuzzy vault \( V \). In theory, 9 true points are needed to construct the polynomial. Therefore, we have \( g \) cases from the above 12 points \( g = C_{12}^2 = 220 \).

In general, we can construct the degree 8 polynomial and recover the key from any of 220 cases. In practice, if there is more than one false point in a case, the polynomial reconstruction will usually fail and no key is generated because the false points are random numbers. All the cases that have 9 true points can generate the same key. Therefore, in our scheme, when a key can be generated from any case, we shall skip all the remaining cases and produce the key.

IV. AN ONLINE AUTHENTICATION APPLICATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we design an online authentication framework based on face biometrics. The application includes client, the database server and the verification server. The application includes both registration and authentication stages. The framework is shown in Fig. 1.

In the registration stage, the users provide their username, password and face image to the client PC. The client PC extracts face features \( \hat{x} = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N\} \) using PCA. Then the scheme generates binary features \( R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_N\} \) by random transformation. In the meantime, a key of 144 bit is generated from password. The ordered fuzzy vault encoding is used to generate fuzzy vault \( \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_M\} \) from the key and binary features. Then the username and the fuzzy vault are sent to the database server. The username and the key are sent to the verification server. All the data sent to the server should be protected using digital signature. The server receives the corresponding data and checks the data using digital signature. If the data is changed, the server will require the client to resend the data. If the data is not changed, the server will store the corresponding data.

In the authentication stage, users also provide their username, password and face image to the client PC. The client PC extracts features \( \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_N\} \) of face image, and generates binary features \( \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_M\} \) by random transformation. Then it sends the binary features to the database server and sends the username to the verification server. All the data also is protected using digital signature. The database server obtains the corresponding fuzzy vault by username and make sure that the fuzzy vault has not been changed. Then the database server generated the recovered key using ordered fuzzy vault decoding from the binary features. Then the database server sends the recovered key to the verification server. The verification server chooses the corresponding data and compares the recovered key and stored key. And it sends the client PC the authentication result. If two keys are identical, the authentication is successful; otherwise, the authentication stage is considered failed.
A. Feature Extraction

In this research, PCA [5] is used for feature extraction. From all the samples of training set, we can get a covariance matrix $U$. From this covariance matrix, we can compute the $N$ eigenvectors of $U$. Then we rank the eigenvectors according to descending order of corresponding eigenvalues. The first $N$ Eigenvectors are selected as the eigenfaces. These eigenfaces are orthogonal to each other.

Suppose that face image is represented as $x$, the corresponding feature vector $\tilde{x}$ can be obtained by linear mapping:

$$\tilde{x} = \Psi'(\bar{x} - \bar{z}),$$

(12)

Where $\bar{z}$ is the average image of all face images in the training set. By now, a face image $\tilde{x}$ can be represented as an original template (or a set of original features).

B. Data Protection Using Digital Signature

All the data transmitted from the sender to the receiver should be protected using the digital signature $SN$. The transmitted data $D$ and the signature $SN$.

$$H = D \cup SN,$$

(13)

At the receiver side, the integrity of the received data should be checked first. The data $H$ is split into data $D$ and the signature $SN$. The same hashing is used to generate the abstract $A'$ from $D$. Then the public key is used to decrypt the digital signature $SN$ and obtain the original abstract $A$.

If $A' \neq A$, it means that the data $H$ has been changed, the receiver will reject the data and ask the sender to resend the data. Otherwise, the receiver thinks the received data is identical to the sent data.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this section, we report several experiments for evaluating authentication performance (subsection C) is the same as that in [21]. We also test how the feature number influences the authentication performance (sub-section A). We find that the optimal feature is 25 in our scheme. Then we test variation of FAR and FRR with the ratio $K$ of chaff points number to template number. We find that the FAR decreases and the FRR increases as the $K$ increases. Finally, we compare the performance of our scheme with that using the original face features in the ORL and the FRAV2D face database. The experimental results showed the Equal Error Ratio (EER) of our scheme is 1.35-2.16% higher than that using the original face features. It means that the authentication
performance of our scheme degrades a little but the security of our scheme is comparatively high.

We have tested the proposed scheme using the ORL face database [24], which contains 400 face images from 40 subjects with 10 face images each subject. Images of some subjects were taken at different time instances. Some vary with illumination, expression and pose variation. The example images are shown in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2. The example face images in ORL database](image)

We also test our approach using FRAV2D database [25], in which we choose 1000 face images from 100 subjects with 10 face images each subject. The example face images are shown in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3. The example face images in FRAV2D database](image)

A. How Does the Feature Number Influence the Performance

Let’s assume that 160 PCA coefficients are chosen and ordered by their corresponding eigen values. We have the feature vector of 160 dimensions. We choose the first N coefficients and we get the N dimensional feature vector. We test the performance under different N. Fig. 4 shows the Equal Error Ratio (EER) Vs feature number N.

![Figure 4. Performance under different feature number N](image)

From Fig. 4 we can see that when we choose the first 25 features (N=25), our approach has the minimum EER. In the following experiments, we compare our approach with Wang’s approach [19] under N=20 and with our previous approach [20] under N=55, these two feature numbers are chosen by these two compared approaches.

B. How Does the K Influence the Performance

The relationship between K, NC and M is as follows:

\[ K = \frac{Nc}{M} \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

When M is determined (M=12), if we change K, the number NC of chaff points will change. We test the performance of our approach under different K. Fig. 5 shows the FAR and FRR with different K under the optimal feature number N=25.

![Figure 5. FAR and FRR vs the Ratio K of chaff point number to template number](image)

From Fig. 5 we can see that FRR increases and FAR decreases when K increases, the number of chaff points increase. On the one hand, these chaff points will influence the true points. It will decrease the probability of the genuine subjects are rejected. And it will also cause fewer subjects are falsely accepted. The FAR will be decreased.

C. Authentication performance

We compare our approach with the approach reported in [19] and our previous work in Ref [20] respectively.
In the experiments of [19], the first 5 images of each subject are used as training set, the rest are used for testing. The first 20 PCA coefficients are selected for face features (N=20). The number of components in transformed template varies between 12 and 20. For fair comparison, we also implement our experiment using the same parameters as that in [19]. The random transformation in our scheme is related to the same password and the transformation matrices for different subject are same. It is same as the user-independent scenario of experiments in [19]. The experimental results in [19] are shown as EER (Equal error Ratio). We choose the nearest points in authentication stage which is the same as the scenario (w=1) of [19]. The results of comparison for this experiment (EER) are shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>Approach in [19] (W=1)</th>
<th>Our scheme (N=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>39.75</td>
<td>11.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>38.26</td>
<td>10.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>35.76</td>
<td>10.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>24.81</td>
<td>9.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20.52</td>
<td>9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>9.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table I, we can see that our approach is much better than scheme in [19].

We also compare the proposed scheme with our previous approach that was developed just recently [20]. The first 55 PCA coefficients are used for face features. The number of components in transformed template varies 12 through 20. The FAR and FRR are compared in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>Our scheme (N=55)</th>
<th>Scheme in [20]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>FRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>48.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.06</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.13</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.38</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table II, we can conclude that the proposed scheme also achieves better performance than that in [20] under same parameters. We can also conclude that FAR is substantially lower than FRR. These results prove that the ordered fuzzy vault encoding and decoding scheme is able to significantly reduce FAR because our scheme makes cross matching of different component impossible.

D. Compare the Performance of Our Approach with the Original Face Features

In this section, we compare our approach with that using the original features using two face database ORL face database and FRAV2D face database. The experimental results are shown in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Number (N)</th>
<th>ORL</th>
<th>FRAV2D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>8.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>8.855</td>
<td>8.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>9.835</td>
<td>8.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use the original PCA

| 20 | 8.105| 7.175 |
| 25 | 7.505| 6.555 |
| 55 | 7.675| 6.615 |

From Table III, we can see that the EER of our approach is higher about 1.35-2.16% than that using the same number of original PCA features. Both approaches obtain the optimal result (the generally EER is minimum) under the feature number of 25. It is consistent with the results in Fig. 4.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The application includes three participants: the client, the database server and the verification server.

A. Security on the client

In the registration stage, the client receives the username, password and biometrics. It then generates the key and the ordered fuzzy vault and sends them to database server or verification server. In the authentication stage, the client also receives the username, password and biometrics. It then generates the binary features using random transformation. Then it sends the username and the transformed features to the corresponding server. Because the client does not store any data, it is impossible to compromise user’s information from it.

B. Security on the database server

In the registration stage, the database server received the username and ordered fuzzy vault from the client and stores them. In the authentication stage, the database server receives the user name and the transformed features. Then it recovers the key from the stored fuzzy vault. The database server stores the fuzzy vault. Therefore, it is possible to crack the fuzzy vault for user’s information. But how difficult is it to crack the fuzzy vault?

We analyze the security of proposed fuzzy vault scheme regarding to brute-force attacks. The security of the fuzzy vault scheme is based on infeasibility of polynomial reconstruction problem. Here we assume that the degree of polynomial is 9. In theory, the attacker needs to guess at least 9 true helper data to pass through authentication. Suppose the attacker know that K is 20. The attacker needs to find a true helper data from 20 data.
in which case the computation is \( C_{20} \). In order to find 9 true data, the total computation will be \( (C_{20})^9 \). The expected number of combinations that need to be evaluated is equal to \( (C_{20})^9 = 5 \times 10^{11} \). This corresponds to a computational time of 16 years based on our current implementation. The probability that a combination of points decodes the secret is about equal to \( 1/(C_{20})^9 = 2 \times 10^{-12} \).

### C. Security on the verification server

The verification server stores only the username and the key. And the key is protected by the digital signature. If the key is changed, it will result in the failing of the authentication. Even if the key is compromised, the biometric template is still secure.

In summary, in our application framework, the fuzzy vault and key are stored separately in the database server and the verification server. It is difficult for an attacker to compromise password and biometric template at the same time. It is also shown that random transforms are noninvertible by demonstrating that it is computationally as hard to recover the original biometric identifier from a transformed version as by randomly guessing. Therefore, the security of the proposed scheme is high.

### VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed an ordered fuzzy vault scheme. The proposed new scheme combines random transformation based approach with fuzzy vault. This new scheme provides the desired diversity and revocability for biometric template protection. As indicated throughout this paper, the ordered characteristics of face features we introduced in this research leads to numerous benefits. Based on this concept, an ordered fuzzy vault encoding and decoding scheme have been developed to implement the proposed approach. Furthermore, by making use of face images, we designed an online authentication application framework. The framework includes three participants: the user/client, the database server and the verification server. Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

The contribution of our proposed scheme include: 1) An ordered fuzzy vault encoding and decoding scheme is developed. This will keep components from cross matching and reduce the FAR. 2) The binary features are obtained from the original face features by random transformation. This transform provides desired diversity and revocability. Furthermore, binary features will protect ordered insertion from reduction in security. 3) Using face biometrics, an online authentication application framework is designed and implemented, which includes user/client, database server and the verification server. In our application, fuzzy vault and key are stored separately. It is more secure.
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